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Preface
This deliverable is prepared within the framework of ORFEUS project (Grant
agreement no: 308356), supported by the 7th Framework Programme.
ORFEUS aims at progressing the prototype HDD bore-head radar technology that
was developed under the preceding FP6 financed project entitled “Optimised Radar
to Find Every Utility in the Street”.
Horizontal directional drilling (HDD) offers significant benefits for urban environments
by minimising the disruption caused by street works. Use of the technique demands
an accurate knowledge of underground utility assets and other obstructions in the
drill path. its aims is to design a prototype innovative ground probing radar (GPR)
based real-time obstacle detection system to increase the safety margins of HDD to
allow its use in the widest possible range of conditions.
Extensive testing and validation, as well as supporting the demonstration and
exploitation of the final product, is proposed. The crucial testing and evaluation phase
will assess the risks, confirm environmental benefits and increase end users’ (public
authorities and industry) confidence, awareness and uptake of this new technology.
Technology transfer, training and standardisation, in cooperation with European
standards organisations, will also be a significant element of the project.

The contents of this publication are the sole responsibility of the contractor and do not necessarily
reflect the views of the European Commission.
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Abbreviations

tbd = To be defined (an item where the general requirement principle is established,
but the actual values will be defined in the detailed design phase.
tbc. = To be confirmed (an item believed to be correct and to be used as a working
value, but will require confirmation during later detailed design phases.
UDP = Universal Datagram Protocol a basic Ethernet protocol that is used to
transport Ethernet data which may include data using TCP/IP
MAC = Media Access Code the 11 digit code used to uniquely identify network
hardware devices
RoHS = Restriction of Hazardous Substances
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1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This document describes the function of the components to be developed within ORFEUS that carry
high speed digital data and power from the control and analysis systems above ground, through the
sectional drill string, and to/from the radar head. The following issues are considered
Electrical specification (power and data)
Environmental specification
Detailed physical drawings and connector arrangements
Drill operator information interface (detecting faulty drill rods)
It has been prepared by OSYS technology and includes sections relating to the radar and drill
arrangements with contributions prepared by IDS and by TT.
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2

OVERVIEW:

The function of the system is to carry bi-directional high speed digital data reliably, from sensors
(primarily a Ground Penetrating Radar) mounted at the tip of an underground directional drill, through
a connection system inside the drill rods, and then, via a slip ring system to an interface unit mounted
above ground on the drilling rig. The system also carries power for the radar head and for the remote
underground modem. Additional functions include the system’s ability to self-test and to re-establish
connection very quickly after additional rods are connected, and to carry data for other sensors if
required. It is expected that, in service, the system will suffer some degradation due to corrosion and
leakage at the rod connectors, and part of the engineering design is to understand and manage that
issue.
The Drill Modem System comprises three main parts.
1. A small, tubular highly ruggedized, modem that can be mounted at the drill tip, with
connections to both the inter-drill-rod wiring, and to the radar head unit
2. The interconnections (automatically mated connectors) between the multiple drill rods, the
cable inside the mud-filled rods, and the slip ring systems mounted at the drill rig that move
signals and power to the sliding and rotating rods.
3. A mains or vehicle-powered modem with self test facilities and diagnostics that can be
mounted inside the drilling operators cab.
This document answers ORFEUS WP3 task 3.1 containing: Electrical Specifications, Environmental
Specifications, Physical Envelope and connectors, and addresses the signals to the drill operator that
indicate that the communications system is working properly.
Note: The rod interconnections described in item 2 are designed and provided by the drill equipment
manufacturers (TT); these are to be built to a design that meets the data and power requirements of
the modem units. Because of the environment the interconnected rod system represents a non-ideal
and very challenging (poor and variable) communication path, which the modem units must
compensate for quickly and adaptively.
The specification allows for some flexibility in the final choice of voltage (and current) and polarity of
the imposed power. This concept is critical to countering corrosion issues that will be evaluated in the
tests and may then be encountered during operation. In addition operational tests will assist in setting
levels of degradation at which rod segments may be considered as failing and in need of replacement.
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3

DATA

The system provides a data throughput of a minimum of 2* Mbps of bi directional error free UDP data
(*target of 4Mbps) between IP addressed devices with the modems described here providing a ‘virtual
Ethernet cable’. (fall back figures in parenthesis)
Data rate 4Mbps (2 Mbps)
After reconnection the data rate recovers fully after 1.0 second (5 seconds)

3.1

INTERFACES

Above ground modem and control unit:
Connection to drill rods and slip rings – Industrial co-axial cable connector, tbd. to be defined
later.
Data to IDS Radar Analysis Computer - Ruggedized RJ45 Ethernet connector socket with
standard wiring pin-out 1,2,3,6 configured as 10/100 Ethernet.
Power in (12/24 V dc) – Neutrik NL2 or NL4 tbc. (12 v 24 v or universal tbc)
Diagnostic - Canon D25F (tbc)
Visual interfaces are described elsewhere
Drill rig interface box: (mounted near slip rings)
Industrial weatherproof Co-axial cable connector
Nut and bolt industrial terminals to connect to slip rings and rod ‘ground’ system
Visual interface (led) to show that power is present.
Drill head modem unit: (the unit is cylindrical and has connections at each end.)
Data and power to Radar Head – 6 hermetically sealed ‘solder’ pins arranged to allow short
link wires to be robustly connected to the radar head. Two for DC power to the head, and four
for data configured as equivalent to the 1,2,3,6 pins on a conventional Ethernet RJ45
connection. (As defined by IDS)
Connection to drill rod end - 6 hermetically sealed ‘solder’ pins arranged to allow link wires to
be robustly connected to the drill shaft ‘inter rod system’ (as defined by TT) One pin is to be
connected to the drill rod body, and another to the drill rod centre connector system. The
remaining four pins will be spare or user-defined for diagnostics output or sensors input
(Analogue or Digital tbd.)
Visual interface – small opening in a location tbd, sealed with a solid clear material, to have an
indicator LED showing the general status of the unit.

3.2

DIAGNOSTICS AND ETHERNET.

Each modem device unit (above ground and drill tip) is adaptive, and each has a unique MAC (Media
Access Code) address to allow interactive optimisation, error correction, and continuous device
diagnostics between the modems themselves. Certain critical parameters in this process are extracted
and fed to indicator lamps on the above ground unit and to status pins on the diagnostic connector as
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‘5v ‘TTL logic’ levels. The power and drill rod electrical continuity is also continuously tested by the
power system and status reported by indicator lights on the above ground unit, and also by a 5 volts
‘TTL logic’ level available at the diagnostic connector. As defined in Interfaces above, the drill tip unit
will also have a simple sealed optical status indicator to assist the early phases of assembly and test.

3.3

WEIGHT

The underground drill tip modem unit’s actual weight is yet to be defined. Target - less than 1000
grammes tbd The weight of the other units is non critical.
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4
4.1

ENVIRONMENT
ROTATION

200 RPM maximum, centred on the cylindrical axis.

4.2

SHOCK

Repeated shocks at +/- 300 G peak along the main drill axis with a repetition rate of 0 to 10 Hz
(A shock/vibration graph ( +/- 400 G full scale) illustrates the sharp and repetitive nature of the shocks
encountered in drilling which the unit must withstand.)

Figure 4-1 Shock measurements during ORFEUS1 test programme
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4.3

VIBRATION

+/- 300 G sinusoidal at 10 Hz (Low level (+/- 1G) Swept sine testing may be useful for resonance
investigations in the range up to 10 to 500 Hz in all 3 axis)

Figure 4-2 Vibration measurements during ORFEUS1 test programme

4.4

PRESSURE, LIQUID RESISTANCE AND TEMPERATURE

100 Bar (measured as physical pressure applied by clamping forces, or the equivalent from air or
nitrogen pressure)
Liquid resistance/ingress (occasional ingress non operational unit survival) – Mud slurry (bentonite)
and/or water to 100 Bar. The unit is intended to operate dry. The liquid ingress is specified as fault
survival in the event of the containing vessel leaking.
Temperature - -10 deg C to + 50 deg C (for deep geothermal drilling or for drilling in frozen soils also
consider designing for -20 deg C to + 90 Deg C)
Note ; The extreme environment may cause problems with the solder fixing of very small electronic
components. It may become necessary to accept alternative materials in the PCB construction
including the use of small quantities of Lead in the solder. This can be arranged so that in use the
device presents no hazard, but might prevent a full RoHS certification.
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5
5.1

POWER
OVERVIEW

The drill radar system and the communications system is powered from the drilling rig. The system will
operate with a vehicle battery nominal DC input of 12 volts or 24 volts (tbd) from the drill rig. In the
event that 230 volts or 110 volts mains power is required to be used, then a commercial Mains to
12/24 volts converter or ‘power brick’ will be used. The above ground modem unit mounted at the rig
converts the power to be delivered along the drill string (see table 8.1) and the drill tip (underground)
modem then converts that power to a level for its own use, and also delivers low voltage power to the
radar as specified below.

5.2

POWER ARRANGEMENTS FOR INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS

External Power Supply - Power at 12 volts or 24 volts (tbc) delivered from the drill rig battery/alternator
or from an external third party power ‘brick’ (estimated at 60 watts tbc). This power estimate makes
no allowance for an ‘acceptable’ leakage current in the drill rod multiple connections. That leakage
value is tbc.
Power consumption of the Modem unit - less than 12 watts.
Power supply to drill tip radar – The modem will supply regulated DC power to the radar / sensor
head. 12 volts DC at 2.0 amp. (24 watts)
The power (voltage and current) passing down the drill string is tbc. It is governed by a table
elsewhere in this document. It is limited by a maximum voltage 50 volts to comply with safety
requirements and to operate in a voltage range below the Low Voltage Directive. See Section 8 for
more information. (The Low Voltage Directive (LVD) 2006/95/EC)
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6
6.1

PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS
THE ABOVE-GROUND MODEM UNIT:

The unit will be housed in an unsealed robust enclosure suitable for mounting in the drill rig cab. The
dimensions are tbc, but presently envisaged as, 165 x 127 x 77 millimetre (RS enclosure 517 4190)
powder epoxy coated aluminium or similar.

6.2

THE INTERFACE UNIT:

A small weather proof interface unit will also be mounted on the drill rig near the Slip Rings to
condition and transmit the drill rod centre line signal/power to the cab unit. Dimensions tbd

6.3

THE BELOW GROUND DRILL TIP MODEM:

The device is cylindrical, manufactured from ‘stainless’ steel material with a specification tbc, with
bevelled or recessed ends to accommodate the connector, and designed to be a close clearance fit
within a 40 mm tubular bore (Diameter 39.7mm) Length overall 235 ~250 mm in length (length tbc)
See concept drawings below.
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7

MOUNTING STRATEGY

The drill modem operates in a harsh environment, and, consequently, it will need robust mounting.
The design will support three mounting strategies: The unit may be hard mounted within the drill head
structure, or incorporated in to the anti vibration protection system as part of the radar transmitter
assembly. The actual means of mounting will be determined by the Drill designers (TT) and the
following options are envisaged:
1. Forcibly clamped along it’s axis with high pre loading from each end, appropriate to the G
forces to be experienced.
2. Clamped by strong ‘bands’ in at least two locations (near the ends) around its circumference.
3. The design shown in the concept drawing below presents the opportunity to have a number of
blind threaded holes incorporated to accommodate mounting bolts. The location and size of
these holes to be defined tbd during the detailed design process.
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8

DRILL ROD SIGNALS AND POWER TRANSMISSION

Certain elements of the later phases of the project will assist in testing, and then defining, the precise
electrical conditions acting on the drill rod centre conductor (voltage, current and polarity, including
whether AC or DC). Assessments of the resistance, the corrosion, and the reliability will be critical.
The initial design of the modem system will allow for a range of conditions and polarities, so that these
may be optimised under test. DC or AC voltages will be assessed in the range 10 volts to
approximately 30 volts, with the current, therefore, anticipated in a range below 2 amps, excluding
current that is drawn by the effects of corrosion and electrolysis in the drill connectors. The effects of
electrolysis, and its avoidance, or reduction, is to be assessed as part of the work programme. See
table below.
The intra rod ‘cables’ will have a dielectric and mounting suitable to provide a usable path for the
power and the data. They may need to be adapted in the light of experiments later in the project.
Measurements will be made relating to losses in the range DC to 50 MHz tbc
Examples of Limiting factors on resistance, voltage and current in the drill rod are shown below:
Table 8-1 shows the maximum and minimum design values for transmission of power down the drill
string. The figures make no account of whether the DC or AC option is taken, and the effects of
leakage current are purely an estimate. The point at which any drill rod section is defined as a failure
due to a bad connection or excessive earth leakage is to be established, as are many of the
characteristics that interact including corrosion noise. The figures below are tbc, and are for guidance
on the limiting factors based on a drill tip electronics (modem and radar) power demand of 30 watts.
Note that the maximum estimated power is between modem and radar is 36 watts.

Figures below based on a combined drill tip modem and radar power of 30 watts
Supply
Voltage
measured at
Slip Ring

50 volts

15 volts

System
Current
without
allowance
for leakage

0.6 amps

3.0 amps

Voltage
from rod
connector
at drill tip
modem

47 volts

12 volts

Implied total
rod
assembly
overall
worst
resistance

10 ohms

1 ohm

Leakage
Current all
rod
connectors
combined
0*
Likely to be
significant!
TBD

*Leakage likely to
be high, as also
corrosion

0**
Likely
low
TBD

Low voltage will
reduce **leakage
current and
corrosion, however
individual rod
sections when
combined must
provide a very low
resistance path.

Table 8-1 Power design options
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9

ELECTRICAL SAFETY AND EMC ISSUES

Safety - The system, as specified in this document, is designed to operate below the Low Voltage
Directive1, which requires that all voltages are significantly less than 50 Volts AC or 75 V DC. Any
mains (110 or 230) volts power supplies will apply only to the external ‘power brick’, and that device, if
required, falls outside the scope. In the event that one is required then it should be selected and
purchased to meet any relevant electrical safety needs for the environment envisaged. (see Power
section above)
EMC – the system will be designed applying good RF design practices and, where practicable, with
the use of screening and good grounding. The approach will, initially, be ‘CE mark by design’. It is
observed that the drill rods interconnections are a screened environment, but they do not represent an
ideal cable, so could be a source of noise. They are however, when in operational use, buried in the
ground, and, therefore, encapsulated in a ‘perfect earth’.
--------------------------------------------------------

1

The Low Voltage Directive (LVD) 2006/95/EC
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Figure 9-1 Drill tip unit block diagram

Figure 9-2 Approximate physical arrangement of modem
(Note length between 235 and 250 mm tbc)
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Figure 9-3 Artists impression of modem housing components

Figure 9-4 Drill operator’s control position. Location for drill rig above ground unit.
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Figure 9-5 Drill string components general arrangement
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10 DRILL ROD INTERCONNECTION SYSTEM
General Requirement
Performance relates to figures in

Table 8-1 above ‘power design options’

The drill rod interconnection system comprises three main components:
The rod to rod interconnection which can be automatically mated when rods are loaded (see
illustration of prototype connector)
An insulated robust cable that runs the length of each drill rod.
Slip rings that connect the equipment at the drill rig to the rods.
Rod interconnections requirements
Sealed from the drill mud once mated
Tolerant to industrial cleaning
Resistant to, or tolerant of, corrosion
Connector faces to be self cleaning during mating
Low electrical resistance
Insulator suitable for voltages of minimum 50 Volts
Inter-rod cable
Low resistance to minimise volts drop (refer to voltage and current table 8.4 above)
Robust insulation to agreed specification (tbc) and impermeable seals where it mates with
connectors.
Slip ring requirements
Suitable for extended use with AC and DC currents and voltages as defined in table 8.4
above.
Design robust, damped, or anti-resonant to be resistant to intermittent connection in operation
and during percussion drilling.
Operational acceptable electrical leakage limits.
Acceptable electrical leakage resistance range specification to be established under tests.
Tbd.

Figure 10-1 Connector and Rod general arrangement
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Figure 10-2 Slip ring system
END
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